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 بسم تعالی 

 اداره کل آموزش و پرورش استان بوشهر

 نمره    9139ماه  بهمنزبان انگلیسی  سوالات درس 

A 

Vocabulary 
1.Which choice shows the correct matching of the pictures and the sentences in order 

from left to right? (one sentence is extra). 

    

    

1.Daily exercise is good for our health.                                                                              
2.They climbed Mount Damavand last year. 

3.Deaf people use sign language to communicate. 

4.The doctor is listening to my grandfather's heartbeat. 

5. Eating fast food is a bad habit. 

a)1235                          b)3124                             c)1354                        d)3514 

 

2.You watch T.V all the time! Stop being a……………! 

a)rarely                        b)couch potato                 c)popular                   d)balanced 

3.Reza has a very good……………with his father. 

a)region                       b)society                          c)relationship            d)despite 

4.Today,……………to technology is a big problem. 

a)addiction                  b)serving                          c)diet                         d)percent 
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B 

Grammar 

5.I want to eat 3………..of cake and a…………of bread for my breakfast. 

a)bottles-cup             b)pieces-loaves                 c)pieces-loaf                d)cups-loaf 

6.We have…………information in our computer. 

a)many                      b)much                              c)an                              d)a 

7.There…………a lot of cats in my house but there is………….chicken soup for them. 

a)is-a few                  b)are-a few                         c)is-a little                   d)are-a little 

8.Which number has stress on the first part? 

a)twenty                    b)fifteen                              c)sixteen                     d)nineteen 
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C 

Writing 

9.Which one is a sentence? 

a)Mahan is a kind boy                                      b)a beautiful picture in the book 

c)studying in the library                                   d)good for the students 

10.In the following sentence, the underlined word is a(an)…………. 

The students learn English. 

a)subject                     b)object                            c)verb                           d)adverb of place 

11. In the following sentence, the underlined word is a(an)…………. 

We play football every day. 

a)subject                     b)object                            c)verb                           d)adverb of time 

12. In the following sentence, the underlined word is a(an)…………. 

My father washed the car. 

a)subject                     b)object                           c)verb                           d)adverb of place 

13. In the following sentence, the underlined word is a(an)…………. 

I will visit the doctor tomorrow. 

a)subject                     b)verb                              c)adverb of place         d)adverb of time 

14. In the following sentence, the underlined word is a(an)…………. 

They usually go to the park on Fridays. 

a)verb                         b)adverb of manner         c)adverb of place          d)adverb of time 

15.Mina cooked the dinner in the kitchen. 

a)adverb of place        b)object                            c)adverb of time           d)subject 

16.The words of which group are synonyms? 

a)small=quick        b)simple=strong               c)wonderful=probable        d)seek=search for 
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D 

Reading 

 

 
17.When a language has no speaker, it dies out.                         T                    F 

 

18.Number 548 in the text refers to……………. 

a)The number of languages with speakers fewer than 10 

b)The percent of endangered languages 

c)The number of languages with speakers fewer than 99 

d)The number of languages that had between 10 and 99 speakers 

19.How many speakers do fifty percent of the world's languages have? 

a)fewer than 204                                                     b)fewer than 5000                       

c)fewer than 99                                                       d)fewer than 344 

20.The word "make up" in line 4 means: 

a)to form a thing, amount or number 

b)to be different from each other 

c)without taking any notice of 

d)a large group of people who live together 
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